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Time To Educate You About ……..

FIJI



Double Shot Target

- To talk a decent amount of Fijian

- To  be able to travel write about Fiji



The History Of Fiji

- The history about fiji is like the stone age.
- The Fijian were so isolated that they didn’t know about TVs
- Tvs were around but they weren’t introduced to it 
- They would kill people, travellers who would trespass their country
+ Some Fijian would hit their war club on the heads of uninvited guest or if they were 

having an disagreement in tribes
+ Fijians did have weapons to protect themselves and their tribes or villages
+ The typical weapons they would use is war club
+ Plus the Fijian were around 3,500 years ago, 
+ There will be pictures and videos for you to see     
+ MAKE SURE YOU TAKE NOTES!!!!!!



Fiji History

https://youtu.be/phxt1p-GhSg






Fijian Gods and Beliefs.

There are two famous shark gods. They are called Dakuwaqa and 
Degei. They are two shark brothers who rule the sea.

There is a myth about how christianity was brought up. A samoan came to Fiji 
and changed his name to a more Fijian like name. He had made people believe 
that he had killed the shark, God Dakuwaqa, because at the time Fijians were 
cannibals and didn’t know who god was until he came and spread the word of 
christianity. The last country to stop eating humans was the Naihehe Caves in 
Sigatoka, Fiji.



Where In The World Is Fiji?

Google Earth View

Fiji is on the other side of the earth where the first sun 

rises.It is located in the pacific.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mR5vdsdp390


What Does Fiji Look Like?

Tour

Fiji is small

A small island but it is  

beautiful

Pacific Country.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pEGfmeeVcw


Grog or kava 

Grog is a traditional drink that fijians drink. It is made from roots of leaves and 

comes out in a powdered form.

This is a Tanoa. It is were fijian prepare the grog.

Kava looks like this as water has been

Mixed with it.people drink out of

dried coconut shells.



MOCE



MOCE!!!!!


